About Us

Capabilities Overview

Founded by former Disney Imagineers,
Art and Automation is an imaginative and inventive company with
engineering resources and design experience unmatched in Hawaii… or
anywhere else for that matter. No other company in the State of Hawaii offers
the breadth of capabilities that we do.

Our background in theme park and entertainment industry design

Art and Automation is more than just a name.
“It takes a good imagination,
close collaboration and
strong determination to pile
a home without disrupting
any of its natural beauty and
tranquility... this Hawaiian
getaway holds all the magic of

and as part of the design team on our projects, leaving no stone unturned.

a Disney attraction plus all the

Our holistic, integrated approach to our work allows a level of control over

wonderful comforts of home.”
-Electronic House Magazine

Although audio/video distribution and control is at the heart of what we do, we also
specialize in lighting design and lighting control systems that both accentuate your home
and save energy at the same time. And, with a former IMAX Theater engineer on staff, we’ve
been known to knock out a pretty impressive theater from time to time as well. In fact, in
provide easy one-touch control
over your whole home.

Home Theater

a mountain of electronics into

differentiates us from typical audio/video firms. We function in concert with,

the final product that consistently exceeds client expectations.

Actually it’s a reflection of our design philosophy. We provide integrated solutions with a level of art and craftsmanship that
is above and beyond our competitors: Connected environments without compromised aesthetics.

Imagine a single point of control for

We specialize in Theater Systems. The

everything in your home: Lights, Audio,

sky’s the limit when it comes to your

TVs, Thermostat, Pool, Security, Shades.

home theater - but it doesn’t have to

That’s the idea behind home automation.

break the bank either. We can design

Simply put, the “automation system” ties

a theater around your needs and

everything in your house together and

your budget, and guarantee you’ll be

makes it all easy to use.

satisfied with the results.

Security Integration

Lighting Control and Motorized Shades

Arm, disarm, or check

Lighting controls beautify your

alerts at a glance with our

home while making it more

integrated security. Easier

secure. You can control any light

to use than a traditional

from anywhere in your house or

security keypad, these

set automatic scenes. Best of all,

systems offer you a clean

installing lighting controls can

and simple interface for

drastically decrease your electrical

monitoring and arming your home’s security.

bills and increase your home’s value.

Whole House Audio

Structured Wiring

2007 we were awarded an Electronic House of the Year award for our work.

Art and Automation is proud of our strong commitment to our community and to our environment. In addition to our
ongoing support of local organizations, in 2007 we coordinated and donated the AV systems for a
family on Oahu and community center, both featured on ABC’s Extreme Makeover Home Edition.

Come home, pop your iPod into the wall dock,

A Structured wiring system provides access to

and fill the whole house with your favorite music.

systems such as phone, network, and cable TV,

Hidden speakers in your ceiling and walls fill the

in every room.

air with crisp, pure sound.
Sundays, 8/7c on ABC

Installing a structured wiring system also helps
The ability to play any music, anywhere, at any

to “future proof” your home by ensuring that

time means no one ever has to compete for “their”

you’ll be ready for the next great technology

time on the stereo.

when it arrives.

Energy Efficient Lighting
Today’s LED lights provide the same

Environmental Controls
“Smart” thermostats and other climate

warm color as traditional bulbs, but

control devices add to the Home

use fractions of the energy. They dim

Automation system’s ability to 1) control

just like regular lightbulbs, but last

your comfort within your home and 2)

up to 80,000 hours. Combined with

manage the energy usage of your home.

lighting controls, these can make
a huge impact on your monthly
electrical bill.
Brimming with elegance, sophistication and an open design that blurs the line between outdoor and indoor living, you’d never guess the resort-inspired paradise holds
enough electronics to make it a worthy winner of our Wow-Factor category. - Electronic House Magazine

Don’t see what you’re looking for? No problem. Visit our website for more information and design ideas. www.artandautomation.com
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Maui’s leading and most innovative
custom home electronics resource
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Brand Name Electronics
We represent most major electronics manufacturers as either a direct dealer or via distribution. this translates to the
latest gear at competitive prices with real manufacturer support. Although this is by no means a complete list, here is a
sampling of some of the premiere brands we represent:

Our Environmentally-Friendly Commitment
We take our beautiful maui home seriously, and strive to protect it however we can. to that end, we have made a
commitment to be maui’s first carbon neutral AV company by 2009. in addition, we are taking the following steps to
ensure our systems and activities are as environmentally friendly as possible:
• Careful Product Choices: Where possible we are eliminating elemental forms of bromine and chlorine, such as
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and brominated flame retardants (BFRs) by choosing compliant products.
• Energy Efficient Design: As part of our design process we consider energy consumption of our systems to determine
the most efficient mix of components and system architecture.
• Operational Changes: We actively work to consolidate our shipping and transit to affect the lowest possible carbon
footprint from our operations.
• Recycling: We work to ensure that a majority of our operational and job site waste is recovered and recycled.

Professional Affiliations
Art and Automation is a proud member of the uS Green Building council, and the American institute of Architects
Sustainable Building Programs. We are also members of cediA, and have an Amx certified Ace programmer on staff.

Contact Us:
Art and Automation, inc.
1826 Wili Pa loop, Suite 1 Wailuku Hi 96793

For more information please visit us on the web at:
www.artandautomation.com
or email us at sales@artandautomation.com
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